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SS 1033335 Actia Instruments to Ametek
(AMI) Instruments

Service Solution Title: 1033335 Actia Instruments to Ametek (AMI) Instruments

 

 

Applicable Vehicles: FCCC step vans built between 2002 and 2010.

 

 

Symptoms: After-market purchasing has incurred numerous issues in obtaining service replacement parts at

a reasonable price from current vendor Actia. FCCC Engineering developed the attached service parts and

installation instructions from Ametek to serve as replacement service parts when a replacement instrument

panel is needed.

 

 

Issue: If/When replacement service parts are no longer available, it would require to follow the attachments in

order to know what replacement parts need to be ordered.

 

 

Case Study: N/A

 

 

Solution: See the attachments. D66-03190 shows you the cross-over list from your current Actial panel to the

replacement Ametek panel for units built between 2002 to 2007. Then the D06-84989 MUST be used to see

ALL the other parts that will be need IN ADDITION to the replacement panel. This document also gives the

installation instructions. The G06-84733 shows the new wiring schematics IF needed to reference. You will

also have to know if the vehicle has hydraulic or air brakes in order to know which parts list to use. IF

air, you will also need to know if unit has Standard or Metric gauges in order to know which air gauges

you will need.

 

The D66-03139 attachment shows the cross-over for units built between 2007 to 2010 with Cummins ISB07

engines. These would be units that do NOT show a complete instrument panel assembly part number in BOM

732, as only the individual gauge part numbers are shown such as ATY 109494 or ATY 109493 for example in

BOM 844. One should also reference BOM 810 to obtain unit of measure such as ATY 109496 for English or

ATY 109495 for Metric for example, in order to determine what the replacement W22 part number will be.

***Basically, to determine which D66 Cross-over list to use for replacement of any gauges such as

22-58310-000, 22-58309-000, 22-58307-000, 22-58307-001, ATY 109494, ATY 109493, ATY 109495, or ATY

109496, you MUST know if these parts are called out in BOM 732 under a panel assembly number use

(D66-03190), or if these gauges are called out in separate BOM's without a complete panel assembly

shown in BOM 732, use (D66-03139) cross-over list.   
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The D66-03368 attachment MUST be referenced to show the programming on the new Ametek that will be

needed whenever the replacement panels are the A22-69693 or A22-69698 families of panels are used as

replacements as seen on the (D66-03190) cross-over list.

This programming will NOT be needed when the replacement Ametek panels are the W22 families

(D66-03139)of panels being used as replacements for units built between 2007 to 2010 as seen on the

D66-03139 cross-over list.
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